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C H I L D R E N

FREE WORKSHOPS

artsREACH HAS BEEN BRINGING
FREE ARTS WORKSHOPS TO
CHILDREN IN VICTORIA, SOOKE
AND SAANICH SINCE 2005

Themes: Geometry, Canadian Animals and Our Environment
In the 2017-18 school year,
artsREACH is offering In-School
Workshops in Dance, Theatre and
Visual Art and also six-week AfterSchool programs in Theatre and
Visual Arts. We have developed
themes and gathered inspirational
materials ready for an exciting year in
our elementary schools!

For Drawing & Painting we will look
at Canadian Animals: Real and
Imagined. For In-School Printmaking
we are focusing on Geometry: Shapes
and Patterns. The theme for Dance
and Theatre workshops continues to
be Environmental Awareness and
Sustainability. After-School Visual
Arts groups are learning several

different printmaking techniques and
may decide on their own theme!
This guide is meant to help you, the
classroom teacher, extend the
artsREACH experience. We present
follow-up discussion topics, activities,
videos and suggested resources for
your class to enjoy!

artsREACH PROGRAM GUIDE

DANCE (PAGE 2)

THEATRE (PAGES 3-4)

VISUAL ARTS (PAGES 5-8)

The artsREACH Dance curriculum makes connections with
various components of our environment through dance.
Follow-Up Activities for
artsREACH In-School
Dance Programs:
Our 60 minute In-School Dance
workshops focus on a blend of
jazz and clean hip hop styles;

DANCE!
Kindergarten and Grade 1
classes will want to watch
“Under the Sea”:

combine basic technique,
partner and group work; and

https://vimeo.com/
240537904

provide an opportunity for
students to create choreography,

---

Grades 2 & 3 will want to
This curriculum also contributes look at “Malibu”:
perform and evaluate.

to the Physical Education, Fine
https://vimeo.com/
Arts, and Dance areas of the BC 240537830
Curriculum.
Once you’ve had an artsREACH

---

Grades 4 & 5 will be
interested to practice with
videos.Your class can watch one the “Thunder” video:
Dance workshop, be sure to
check out our online dance
first, then play it again and
dance-along.

https://vimeo.com/
240537941

See how well you and your

--students remember the
ArtsREACH’s 2016-18
choreography you learned in the
In-School Dance Curriculum
workshop.
developed by:
Don’t worry if you’ve forgotten
Shannon Delaney, Aisling
some. Practice more and it will
Kennedy and Ivana Matovina.
all come back to you. Trust your
body. It will remember!
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Follow-Up Activities for In-School Theatre
Where has the Water Gone?

There are many ways to
extend this artsREACH InSchool Theatre lesson into
the classroom, playground
or gymnasium:
● Play various cooperative drama/
theatre games with water or wildlife
theme. For example, “Bob the Fish” or
“The Squirrel Game.”

To play “Bob the Fish” the
teacher uses one hand to mimic the
movement of a fish. The teacher then
says, “This is Bob. He’s a fish and he
lives under the water.” The teacher
then lifts the other arm to create a
horizontal water surface above Bob,
keeping him ‘swimming’ all the time. The
teacher then says, “Shall we say hello to
Bob? We say hello by clapping our
hands together, but he can only hear us
when he jumps out of the water. Shall
we say hello together?” The teacher
then makes Bob jump above the surface
so the class claps in unison.

To play “The Squirrel
Game,” the teacher asks the
students to get into groups of three
and spread out around the classroom.
The teacher then asks two of the
students from each group to link hands
facing each other to make an arch.
These students are the trees. The third
student crouches inside the arch. They
are the squirrels and can act out eating
nuts! When the teacher calls ‘hunter,’
the squirrels must leave their tree and
find another one as quickly as possible
but the trees stay where they are.
When the teacher calls out ‘logger,’ the
trees must move and find a new
partner and a new squirrel to make an

arch over. When the
teacher calls ‘forest
fire,’ squirrels and trees
all jump up to find a
new tree.
● Have the students
tell/journal about their
drama/theatre
experience once the
artsREACH lesson is
over.
● Ask students about specific locations
in the story. Teacher writes down
student responses on the chalkboard.
Students then draw their own map of
the forest where Neeva, Ma Ma Roo
and the White Bear live.
● Review the poetry of the story,
Where has the Water Gone? Ask students
to create their own poetry with water
conservation theme. The students can
perform their poetry for the class
individually or combine poems and
create a devised performance.

what if the story happened under the
ocean? What if the story was told from
the point of view of a mermaid or sea
creature/animal? What type of
environmental conflicts might the sea
creatures/animals face? How might the
sea creatures resolve the conflict?
Together as a class, write a new story/
play and create a performance.

● Create masks or puppets of the
characters from Where has the Water
Gone, the unknown characters of the
story or from their newly imagined
story. Students can use masks or
puppets to perform their favourite part
of Where has the Water Gone, their
● Discuss the unknown characters of
monologue or scene from the unknown
Where has the Water Gone? For example, animals of the story, or for their newly
what was the experience of the deer,
written class story.
skunks, birds, or turtles in the forest?
● Research water conservation, share
Ask students to choose an animal and
write the story from that animal’s point findings and create an action plan that
of view. Individually students may write the class can implement to protect and
a monologue or in groups students may manage the earth’s water supply.
write a scene from the unknown
animals’ point of view. The students can
then perform their imagined
monologues or scenes for the class.
● Have a class discussion about how
the setting and characters interact in
Where has the Water Gone? Ask students
to imagine different settings and
characters for the story. For example,
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Book: Haist, Jennifer and Lindsey.
Where Has the Water Gone? The
Adventure of Neeva and the Dried Up
Lake. Nelson, British Columbia,
Canada: OwlBox Designs, 2015.

Follow-Up Activities for In-School Theatre
The Awongalema Tree

There are many ways to
build on this artsREACH InSchool Theatre lesson in the
classroom, gymnasium or
on the playground:
● Play various cooperative drama/
theatre games with a focus on trees
and the environment. For example,
“The Squirrel Game” (above) or
“Beanbag Categories.”

To play “Beanbag
Categories” the teacher asks
students to stand in a large circle, pass
around a beanbag and say a word or
name that belongs within a certain
category. The teacher can tailor this
game to the age group. Some examples
could include colours, animals or
countries. Then the teacher could ask
the students to articulate different
types of trees.
● Have the students tell/journal about
their drama/theatre experience once
the artsREACH session/s are over.
● Review the beginning, middle and end
of The Awongalema Tree. In groups of
three to five, ask students to create
their own short story about a tree.
Maybe it is about a lonely tree that
needs a friend? Maybe it is about some
animals that need it for protection?
Maybe it is about some people who try
to cut it down and the tree gets
revenge? Once the students create
their story, ask them to create three
tableaus/still images that tell the story,
like photographs. One for the beginning,
one for the middle and one for the end.
Once the students have created their
tableaus, the students can weave the

three tableaus together adding
movement, sound and narration. Their
final work may be performed for the
class.
● Discuss the unknown characters of
the Awongalema Tree. For example,
what was the experience of the
elephants, leopards, giraffes, cheetahs,
baboons or zebras in the rainforest?
Ask students to choose an animal and
write the story from that animal’s point
of view. Individually students may write
a monologue or in groups students may
write a scene from the animal’s point of
view. The students can then perform
their imagined monologues or scenes
for the class.
These exercises could also be applied
to the Awongalema tree herself. While
she is a known character, we do not
hear her voice or feelings in the story.
The students could explore
Awongalema’s thoughts and feelings at
different moments of the story, journal
or write monologues from her point of
view, and/or perform their various
responses for the class.

● Expand on the creation of the
rainforest in Zimbabwe. Students could
draw their own pictures of Awongalema
or create the sacred mountain with
recycled materials.
● Venture outside to the playground
and mark the outline of a tree on a
large concrete area. Hand out coloured
chalks and ask the class to draw the
leaves and all the life they can think of
that would live in the tree; insects, birds,
mammals.
● Explore the outdoors with the
students with a focus on trees. What
trees can they identify? In partners, ask
the students to find and write the
names of as many trees as they can in
five minutes. After the activity, revisit
each of the trees on the list to see if
the students were correct in their
responses.
● Research tree conservation, share
findings and create an action plan
that the class can implement to
protect the earth’s trees.

● Create masks or puppets of the
characters or the unknown characters
of The Awongalema Tree. Students can
use masks or puppets to perform their
favourite part of The Awongalema Tree
or their monologue/ scene from the
point of view of the unknown animals
of the story.
● Ask students about specific locations
in the story. Teacher writes down
student responses on the chalkboard.
Students then draw their own map of
the rainforest where Awongalema and
the animals live.
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artsREACH Theatre Curriculum
developed by: Aisling Kennedy

Much of what happens in an artsREACH workshop is
about observation, experimentation, process and choice.
Questioning/Discussion
Strategies:
When talking with students
about Visual Art,
artsREACH Instructors use
open ended questions as
much as possible.
Avoiding hard-and-fast
statements we can help
students entertain
possibilities and think of
new interpretations.
Observation:
~What types of lines, shapes, colours,
and textures do you see here?
~What is the same about these images?
~What differences can you see?
~Are some of the lines and shapes
repeated in this picture to form a
pattern?
~Are there paths that your eyes want
to follow in this picture?

Experimentation:
~Have you tried something new today?
~What happened when you used those
two colours together?
~What do you think about these
materials?
~Try different ways of using the tools
and materials.
Process:
~How do you make your art interesting
for people who see it?
~What do you plan to do next?
~Tell me about your work.
~How do you feel when you take your
time and work methodically?
~Have you used every part of your
paper?
Choice:
~What do you like about the image?
~What is your favourite part of making
art?
~What will you do the same/differently
when you make more art?

VISUAL
ART S!

INSPIRIN G IMAGES

INKING PRINTING PLATES

LEARNING TECHNIQUES

MAKING PAINTINGS
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Follow-up Activities for In-School Painting
Following the painting
activity experienced in the
artsREACH workshop there
are many ways to continue
the “Canadian Animals: Real
and Imagined” painting
project in the classroom.
Some activities are
individual, others can be
pursued in pairs or small
groups. Some of these
activities will be best for
older students, others for
younger groups.

★Create a hall display of the
paintings
★Have the students write/tell
about their paintings once the
artsREACH session is over.
★Have a class discussion about
the wide variety of animals that
live in Canada’s wild places.
★Talk about mythical creatures
and see how many the class can
name. Include everything from
mermaids and unicorns to
Pokémon. Now, how many come
from cultures in Canada?
★People all around the world
make stories and pictures of
mythical creatures. Brainstorm
with the class about why we
humans love to invent new
creatures. What purposes do
made-up animals serve in our
cultures?

★Look at pictures of real
Canadian animals. Encourage
students to notice the details

•Different animals live in different
habitats.What kinds of habitats can
you think of? What makes the

that make these animals special:
the tufted ears of a lynx, the
snow white winter coat of the
arctic fox, the white-feathered
head of the bald eagle. Draw a

animals suited to these
environments?
•What can we notice about how an
animal looks? Does it blend in or is
it very showy in its colouring? Why

close-up picture of an animal’s
special features.
★Look through picture books/
art books/websites to see
different artists’ depictions of

do you think that is so?
•What kinds of lessons can we
learn from stories about animals,
real or imagined? Do you think
people use stories about animals to

animals. Notice how some artists
use their skills to create very
realistic images which look
almost like photographs: Fenwick
Lansdowne, Robert Bateman.

teach us how to behave?
•Which do you think is the most
Canadian animal and why?

While others use a more
symbolic style including just
enough detail so the viewer can
tell what animal is being shown:
Kenojuak Ashevak,Victoria
Mamnguqsualuk.
★Lead a class discussion about
Canadian Animals and their
stories:
•Do we have any books about
Canadian Animals in our library?
What about Imaginary Animals like
the Sasquatch or the Ookpik?
•Are there any particular Canadian
Animals you’d like to see in person?
Are there any you would not want
to meet? Tell us about those
choices.
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★The next time the class
paints, practice some of the
different painting techniques
the students learned during
the workshop:
• Dry brush
• Long strikes
• Short strokes
• Twirling the brush to make dots
• Wiggly strokes
• Mixing colours on the painting
• Scraping away the paint with a
scraper, comb, back of
paintbrush, or piece of cardboard
• Painting over crayon
• Colouring over paint (wet or
dry)
• Making every part of the paper
interesting!

Follow-up Activities for In-School Printmaking
Classroom Teachers will find

of the paper. Colour in the traced

there are many ways to use

shapes to make a patterned border

the “Geometry: Shapes and

and use it as a frame for a photo or

Patterns” printmaking theme

free-hand drawing.

in the classroom following the

✤Take a sheet of paper and trace

artsREACH workshops.

some found objects onto it. Place the

Some suggestions:

objects in such a way as to form
images of people or things. Colour in

✤ Create a hall display of the prints.

the traced shapes to form a picture.

✤The artworks can be augmented

✤Look at letters of the alphabet and
numbers and see how they are often

with glitter glue, stickers, rubber
stamping, crayons etc. If you or the

composed of geometric shapes.

student feels it is not yet complete

Some suggested Geometry

✤Individual prints can be laminated

Resources:

for lunch-time placemats

National Geographic Kids

✤ Create new prints using erasers,

Look and Learn: Shapes!

foam trays, cardboard cut-outs,

Board book, 2012

rubber stamps, craft foam shapes,
paint, printing ink, stamp pads,
sponges

by National Geographic Kids (Author)

✤Discuss repeating patterns we see

matching games inspired by National
Geographic Little Kids magazine,

Using the beautiful photographic

everyday (eg. Repeated squares form

curious children will be entertained by

a hopscotch game. Repeated wheels/

the satisfying puzzles using shapes,

circles in a row of bicycles in a

both in isolation and in their

bicycle rack)

environments.

✤ Look around the classroom or in a

Mouse Shapes Hardcover,

desk or prepared box for different

2007 by Ellen Stoll Walsh

items and try to name the different
geometric shapes they represent.
Find a half-circle (protractor); a

What can you make with one oval,

rectangle (notebook); a triangle (cut

ask three clever mice - who even find
a funny way to trick a sneaky cat.

two circles, and eight triangles? Just

sandwich); circle (end of whiteboard
marker).

artsREACH VISUAL ARTS
CURRICULUM DEVELOPED
BY: JANE CHADWICK,
VALERIE SALEZ, BRIGID
SKELTON & BETH THRELFALL

✤Take a sheet of paper and trace
some found objects onto it. Place the
objects in such a way as to form
repeating patterns around the edge
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More Suggested Resources for artsREACH Workshops
Environmental
Awareness and
Sustainability

Resources for
Canadian Animals: Real
and Imagined:

Where Has the Water Gone?

Sebastian Sasquatch Olsen,

The Adventure of Neeva and

Sylvia. Orca Books-2012

the Dried Up Lake. By Haist,
Jennifer and Lindsey. Nelson, British
Columbia, Canada: OwlBox Designs,
2015.

BEHIND THE
SCENES

Since he is the only young sasquatch
in Puddle Valley, Sebastian wants to
make friends with the children who
come to the Puddle Valley

The Tortoise's Gift: A Story

Campground and Adventure Park,

from Zambia Lari Don. Paperback

even though his parents tell him only

chapter book, Barefoot Books 2012

special humans can see a sasquatch.

Earth, Water, Fire, and Air:

Moose, Goose, Animals on

Playful Explorations in the

the Loose!: A Canadian

Four Elements by Walter Kraul.

Wildlife ABC Geraldo Valério,

Floris Books; 3rd Revised ed. Edition,

Owlkids Press 2016.

2010. Craft book for children which

This concept book celebrates the

STAFF MEETINGS

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

shows how to make a waterwheel,

country’s diverse wildlife by
paddle-steamer, propeller plane,
presenting each letter of the alphabet
parachute, windmill, simple pendulum alongside a representative mammal,
clock, spinning tops, a little hot-air
insect, bird, reptile, amphibian, fish, or
carousel or roundabout, a hot-air
invertebrate. The creatures
balloon, et cetera. Suggested for

portrayed hail from coast to coast to

grades 1 to 6 with supervision.

coast, and reflect close research even

Talking to Children
about Art
Artist to Artist: 23 Major
Illustrators Talk to Children
About Their Art (Eric Carle
Museum of Picture Book Art)

It's a remarkable and beautiful
anthology that features twenty-three
of the most honoured and beloved

POP-UP SHOPS

in their stylized depictions.

Printmaking
Techniques
Printmaking Unleashed:
More than 50 Techniques

ARTSREACH C AR AVA N

for Expressive Mark
Making, by Traci Bautista,North
Light Books, 2014

artists in children’s literature, talking
FUNDRAISING

informally to children—sharing
secrets about their art adventures.
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Would you like to become an artsREACH Member?
Becoming an artsREACH member supports our programs and allows our Society to
grow our community.Your membership allows us to reach even more children in the
Saanich, Sooke and Victoria school districts. Members are granted voting privileges at our
AGM to help us make important decisions about the upcoming year.
A $25 contribution is considered to be a $20 donation and a $5 membership fee and
you will receive a tax receipt for your donation.Your membership also includes a
subscription to our email newsletter so that you can stay informed about upcoming
events and Society news. (In compliance with CASL, subscriptions can be terminated at
any time by clicking ‘unsubscribe’ at the bottom of any email correspondence.)
We thank you in advance and look forward to having you as a member of the
artsREACH community!

Would you like to be
involved with artsREACH as
a volunteer?
Making fun crafts with kids at
our Creation Station during local
events throughout the year?
Helping organize and staff our
annual Pop Up Shop?
Soliciting local businesses to
donate 'alternative art materials' that
can be sold during our Pop Up Shop?
Volunteering at our annual
fundraising event, Colour Your
Palette?
artsREACH
389 Crystal View Terrace
Victoria, BC V9B 5S5

Please visit https://www.artsreach.ca/
membership/ to sign up to
become a member!

Registered Charity #:
86388 1074 RR0001
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artsREACH PROGRAM GUIDE 2017-18
Acting on dreams. Drawing on life.
Painting a future for children.

Research has shown that an involvement in

the arts, improve their self-confidence and

the arts increases a person’s capacity to think
critically and act independently. Through

self-esteem, develop teamwork,
communication and personal management

artsREACH, children who are least likely to
have access to an education in the arts are

skills.

able to benefit from the critical life skills that
are learned as part of our workshops.

participated in an artsREACH workshop
delivered at their public elementary school.

Through these workshops, children will:
develop artistic and creative skills in a positive

The workshops are taught by professional
artists, actors, dancers and filmmakers.

Since 2005, more than 26,000 children have

learning environment, gain an appreciation for

FIND US ONLINE!
WEBSITE:
artsREACH.CA
FACEBOOK:
FACEBOOK.COM/
artsREACH-224919330906351/
TWITTER:
TWITTER.COM/arts_REACH
INSTRAGRAM:
INSTAGRAM.COM/artsREACH/
FLICKR:
FLICKR.COM/PHOTOS/
arts_REACH/

https://www.artsreach.ca/
membership/

VIMEO:
VIMEO.COM/artsREACH
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